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Spectral Endoscopy Enhances Contrast for Neoplasia in
Surveillance of Barrett’s Esophagus
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ABSTRACT
◥

Early detection of esophageal neoplasia enables curative
endoscopic therapy, but the current diagnostic standard of care
has low sensitivity because early neoplasia is often inconspicuous
with conventional white-light endoscopy. Here, we hypothesized
that spectral endoscopy could enhance contrast for neoplasia in
surveillance of patients with Barrett’s esophagus. A custom
spectral endoscope was deployed in a pilot clinical study of
20 patients to capture 715 in vivo tissue spectra matched with
gold standard diagnosis from histopathology. Spectral endosco-
py was sensitive to changes in neovascularization during the
progression of disease; both non-dysplastic and neoplastic Bar-
rett’s esophagus showed higher blood volume relative to healthy
squamous tissue (P ¼ 0.001 and 0.02, respectively), and vessel
radius appeared larger in neoplasia relative to non-dysplastic
Barrett’s esophagus (P ¼ 0.06). We further developed a deep
learning algorithm capable of classifying spectra of neoplasia
versus non-dysplastic Barrett’s esophagus with high accuracy
(84.8% accuracy, 83.7% sensitivity, 85.5% specificity, 78.3%
positive predictive value, and 89.4% negative predictive value).
Exploiting the newly acquired library of labeled spectra to model
custom color filter sets identified a potential 12-fold enhance-
ment in contrast between neoplasia and non-dysplastic Barrett’s
esophagus using application-specific color filters compared with

standard-of-care white-light imaging (perceptible color differ-
ence ¼ 32.4 and 2.7, respectively). This work demonstrates the
potential of endoscopic spectral imaging to extract vascular
properties in Barrett’s esophagus, to classify disease stages using
deep learning, and to enable high-contrast endoscopy.

Significance: The results of this pilot first-in-human clinical trial
demonstrate the potential of spectral endoscopy to reveal disease-
associated vascular changes and to provide high-contrast delinea-
tion of neoplasia in the esophagus.

Graphical Abstract: http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/content/
canres/81/12/3415/F1.large.jpg.

Introduction
Barrett’s esophagus is an acquired condition that predisposes

patients to the development of esophageal adenocarcinoma (1). For-
tuitously for early detection efforts, this malignancy occurs through
intermediate dysplastic stages, which can be curatively treated using
endoscopic resection or ablation. Thus, patients with Barrett’s esoph-
agus undergo regular routine surveillance using high-resolutionwhite-

light endoscopy (HR-WLE) together with random tissue biopsies.
Unfortunately, this has low sensitivity as dysplasia is: heterogeneous in
shape and size; patchy in its distribution; and often inconspicuous on
HR-WLE (2, 3).

The low sensitivity of the current standard-of-care (SOC) has
motivated the development of many advanced imaging techniques
based on the interactions between light and tissue (4). When light
travels through tissue, it is absorbed by endogenous chromophores
such as hemoglobin and scattered by endogenous structures such as
organelles and cell nuclei (5). Disease-related biochemical and struc-
tural changes in the epithelial layer alter the distribution and abun-
dance of absorbers and scatterers, resulting in subtle changes to the
spectral properties of light exiting the tissue. Spectral imaging tech-
niques aim to capture this rich endogenous contrast to reveal under-
lying pathology (6, 7).

HR-WLE represents a simple case of spectral imaging, where a color
camera acquires a measurement of three broad color bands: Red
(620 � 40 nm), green (540 � 40 nm), and blue (470 � 40 nm) to
replicate the spectral sensitivity of human vision (8). Though this
represents a substantial improvement over monochrome imaging,
finer spectral information is lost as the light is pooled into three broad
bands. More recently, narrow band imaging (NBI; ref. 9) was devel-
oped to enhance contrast for vasculature, using two narrow illumi-
nation bands (415 � 10 nm and 540 � 10 nm). Similarly, blue-light
imaging uses a narrow band of blue light (410 � 10 nm) to improve
the contrast ofmucosal vasculature (10). NBI filters were selected from
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9 off-the-shelf filters for their ability to enhance contrast for vasculature
in the human tongue (11) based on the strong absorption of light by
hemoglobin at those wavelengths. Even with this relatively crude
selection of only two narrow spectral filters, NBI has proven advanta-
geous in the detection and characterization of early Barrett’s esophagus–
related neoplasia. Itwas thefirst advanced imaging technique tomeet the
American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Preservation and
Incorporation of Valuable Endoscopic Innovations (PIVI; ref. 12)
requirements for recommendation in Barrett’s esophagus surveil-
lance (13) and has been successfully translated into routine clinical
practice, demonstrating the potential of spectral imaging to improve the
SOC. Nevertheless, NBI requires a high level of operator expertise for
interpretation and formal evidence that NBI improves detection of early
neoplasia in Barrett’s esophagus on a per-patient basis is lacking.

Capturing additional spectral information during endoscopic imag-
ing could further augment the visualization provided to the endosco-
pist by NBI, for example, by measuring the spectral characteristics
associated with oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin to quantitatively assess
hemoglobin concentration and oxygenation within the vasculature.
Furthermore, comprehensive evaluation of the spectral features of the
tissue enables the application of learning-based approaches for auto-
mated interpretation or classification of disease state. Yet despite
several prior studies (14–16) of diffuse reflectance spectra in Barrett’s
esophagus, our understanding of how such spectral information
evolves with disease state and could be used assist the endoscopist
during diagnostic procedures remains limited (16–18).

We hypothesized that spectral endoscopy could enhance contrast
for neoplasia in surveillance of patients with Barrett’s esophagus. To
this end, we first created a custom spectral endoscope that captures
detailed attenuation spectra and undertook a pilot clinical study to

acquire in vivo esophageal tissue spectra matched with gold standard
histopathological diagnosis of disease state. The acquired spectra were
then analyzed using bothmodel-based and learning-based methods to
test our hypothesis. On the basis of our promising findings with the
complete spectral information, we then simulated the formation of
color images using application-specific filters comparing squamous,
non-dysplastic Barrett’s esophagus and neoplastic tissue types. We
compared our alternative composition of color channels that were
optimized on the basis of our spectral endoscopy data with SOCWLE
and NBI. Our findings show that using spectral data to inform color
channel selection for endoscopy has the potential to achieve up to a
12-fold contrast improvement for neoplasia within non-dysplastic
Barrett’s esophagus compared with current SOC.

Materials and Methods
Spectral endoscope

To measure tissue spectra in vivo, a custom spectral endoscope
(Fig. 1A) was designed and constructed using an accessory channel
“babyscope” (Fig. 1B, PolyScope, PolyDiagnost) that can be intro-
duced through the accessory channel of a therapeutic gastroscope
(Fig. 1C). This includes: A single fiber light guide to relay illumination
from outside the patient and direct it onto the tissue; and a 10,000-
fibrelet imaging bundle to relay diffusely reflected light from the
esophageal tissue to custom external detection optics. Using this
unmodified CE-marked device to relay light between the esophagus
and external optics facilitated swift clinical translation of the spectral
endoscope. In addition, the use of external optics removed the
challenges associated with miniaturization of optics for chip-on-tip
integration.

Figure 1.

Schematic overview of the spectral endoscope during operation via the working channel of the therapeutic gastroscope. A, Broadband illumination is coupled
into the illumination fiber. Reflected light is relayed along the imaging fiber bundle, collected by an objective lens, split, and passed to either the spectrometer,
to measure the diffuse tissue reflectance spectrum, or the standard color camera, to record reference images to aid positioning. All optics are safely housed
inside optical enclosures. B, The spectral endoscope is inserted via the working channel of the therapeutic gastroscope. C, The spectral endoscope tip enters
the esophagus through the distal tip of the therapeutic gastroscope. Light is delivered to the tissue region of interest via the illumination fiber, and reflected
light is collected via the imaging fiber.
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The babyscope was coupled to a broadband supercontinuum
light source (SuperK COMPACT, NKT Photonics) that provides
illumination from 450 to 850 nm. Reflected light relayed along the
imaging fiber bundle was collected by an objective lens (UPLFLN20x,
Olympus), split (BSN10R, Thorlabs), and focused into a spectrometer
(AvaSpec-ULS2048, spectral range 200–1,100 nm, grating 300 lines/mm,
slit size 50 mm, Avantes) to measure the diffuse tissue reflectance
spectrum and onto a standard color camera (Grasshopper 3.0, IDS) to
record reference images. The endoscope settingswere controlled using an
interface developed in LabVIEW (National Instruments) running on a
PC and a tablet (Surface Pro, Microsoft; Supplementary Fig. S1). Using
standard spectral analysis methods, the measured diffuse reflectance
spectrawere processed to yield tissue attenuation spectra (Supplementary
Methods, Supplementary Fig. S2).

Study population and design
This prospective pilot cohort study was carried out at the Cam-

bridge Clinical Research Centre, Cambridge University Hospitals, UK.
Eligible patients were adults (at least 18 years old) with a previous
diagnosis of Barrett’s esophagus with an endoscopic length of at least
2 cm if circumferential (circumferential extent C≥2 according to the
Prague classification; ref. 19) or at least 3 cm if not circumferential
(maximal extent M≥3 according to the Prague classification). Exclu-
sion criteria are listed in the Supplementary Materials. The trial was
reviewed by Cambridgeshire Research Ethics Committee and was
approved in March 2018 (18/NW/0134).

The trial was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03388047).
Initially, the primary outcome measure was to be the level of confi-
dence in delineating the area of interest by multispectral imaging. In
thefirst two patients it became clear that thiswould not be possible, due
to the limited image quality of the prototype device, so the protocol was
amended, with focus shifted to the initial secondary aims: (i) To assess
the feasibility of imagingwith the spectral endoscope, ensuring that the
device could be used to capture data in a clinical environment andwith
minimal interruption to clinical workflow; (ii) to evaluate the spectral
imaging patterns associated with non-dysplastic versus dysplastic
Barrett’s esophagus to build a library of diagnostically useful spectral
characteristics, because these are currently unknown and not easily
investigated using ex vivo tissue.

Between May 2018 and December 2019, a total of 20 subjects were
recruited to the study (Supplementary Table S1). All patients provided
written informed consent. Of these, one subject was considered unfit
for endoscopic procedure due to concomitant acute comorbidity and
one was excluded as the visible lesion was too small for spectral
imaging. Of the 18 subjects that underwent SOC endoscopic proce-
dures, 3 were excluded from analysis because of insufficient illumi-
nation for spectral imaging (n¼ 2) or failure of the SOC recording unit
(n ¼ 1).

Spectral endoscopy was performed in 15 subjects at 44 distinct
regions: 9 regions of squamous tissue, 24 regions of NDBE, 7 regions of
dysplasia and 4 regions of intramucosal carcinoma. Of the 35 Barrett’s
esophagus tissue regions, 34 were confirmed with histopathological
assessment from 45 collected samples (31 biopsies, 14 endoscopic
mucosal resections). One bona fideNDBE regionwas includedwithout
tissue confirmation (patient number 12) as the control region iden-
tified on endoscopywas diagnosed as dysplastic by histopathology. Co-
registration between spectral imaging data and histopathological
diagnosis was successful for 28 regions, yielding a total of 556 labeled
spectra for analysis (Table 1), plus an additional 159 spectra from 9
squamous regions (Supplementary Fig. S3). Themean integration time
for spectral acquisition was 170 � 70 ms. Acquiring spectral data

lengthened the overall procedure time by <10 minutes per trial
(spectral data captured for mean of 5.2 � 1.5 minutes per trial).

Endoscopic procedure and histopathology
The study design prioritized the collection of spectra matched to

gold standard diagnosis from histopathology (Fig. 2). Each procedure
was performed by a single experienced endoscopist (MdP).

i. After local anesthesia and/or conscious sedation (Midazolam �
Fentalyl) the patient was intubated with a high-resolution
white-light endoscope (H290Z, Olympus). The endoscopist
thoroughly cleaned the esophageal mucosa using a water jet.
The endoscopist thoroughly inspected the mucosal surface of
the esophagus. Cautery marks were placed around two regions
of interest: One suspicious lesion and one region of Barrett’s
esophagus as a control (Fig. 2A). Cautery marks, rather than
dyes, were used to create small distinct marks with no risk of
staining adjacent tissue at the site of interest. In the absence of
suspicious lesions, one or more random areas within the
Barrett’s esophagus segment were selected depending on the
length of the Barrett’s esophagus. The HR-WLE video stream
was recorded using a recording unit (SMP300, Extron).

ii. The endoscopist inserted the spectral endoscope through the
working channel of a therapeutic endoscope (GIF2T240, Olym-
pus). The use of the therapeutic scope was required as the
accessory channel was sufficiently large (3.7-mm diameter) to
allow easy insertion of the spectral endoscope (3.0-mm diameter at
tip, 2.65 mm along length). The spectral endoscope was used to
inspect the regions of interest outlined in step i (Fig. 2B). An
endoscope cap was not used as it can easily come into contact with
lesions and induce contact bleeding,which can alter vascular pattern.

iii. The spectral endoscope was withdrawn and the endoscopist
proceeded to an endoscopic mucosal resection or biopsy
(depending on the endoscopic findings and the level of suspi-
cion; Fig. 2C). Control areas received biopsies only. Pathologi-
cal assessment of biopsies was performed by an expert GI
pathologist with extensive experience in reporting Barrett’s
esophagus–related neoplasia (Fig. 2D; refs. 20–22). Histo-
pathology was interpreted according to the revised Vienna
classification (23). In case of dysplasia, a second pathologist
reviewed the diagnosis to achieve consensus.

For analysis, the most advanced disease present in each biopsy
determined the label for the region such that 3 classes of spectra were
acquired: (i) Normal squamous; (ii) non-dysplastic Barrett’s esopha-
gus (NDBE) with and without intestinal metaplasia; (iii) neoplasia
(consisting of dysplasia and intramucosal carcinoma). Crucially, this
resulted in a set of in vivo tissue spectra labeled with gold standard
diagnosis from histopathology for analysis.

Co-registration of spectral data with diagnosis from
histopathology

To enable matching of spectral data with the diagnosis from
histopathology, the SOC HR-WLE video stream and the video stream
from the spectral endoscope were synchronized and placed side-by-
side for analysis. The SOC video was carefully inspected to extract
frames where the spectral endoscope was sampling themarked regions
of interest that were biopsied to give gold standard diagnosis from
histopathology. Frames were identified using the cautery marks and
other visible landmarks in the HR-WLE video stream to estimate the
field of view of the spectral endoscope, the tip of which was visible
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within the HR-WLE field of view, allowing the selection of spectral
data from tissue in precise correlation with gold standard diagnosis
by histopathology.

Model-based spectral processing to determine vascular
properties

Hemoglobin is the dominant tissue absorber in the visible and
near-infrared range (5). Because oxyhemoglobin (HbO2) and de-
oxyhemoglobin (Hb) have distinct absorption spectra, it is possible
to determine oxygenation properties from tissue attenuation spectra
(24). In addition, the spatial distribution of blood within the tissue
affects the shape of the attenuation spectrum, allowing simple vessel
characteristics to be extracted.

The absorption coefficient of whole blood is given by (24),

ma;bl lð Þ ¼ 150 � a � "Hb02 lð Þ þ 1� að Þ � "Hb lð Þð Þ � ln 10
64500

cm�1
� �

;

ðAÞ

where a ½unitless� is the oxygen saturation, "Hb02 ðlÞ and
"HbðlÞ ½cm�1M�1� are the molar extinction coefficients of HbO2 and
Hb, respectively, 64,500 g mol–1 is the molar mass of hemoglobin,
and the hemoglobin concentration of whole blood is assumed to be
150 mg mL–1. The ln 10 is used to convert from decadic to Napierian
attenuation coefficient.

Typically, this is simplified to,

ma;bl lð Þ ¼ a � ma;Hb02 lð Þ þ 1� að Þ � ma;Hb lð Þ cm�1
� �

; ðBÞ

where ma;Hb02 ðlÞ and ma;HbðlÞ ½cm�1� are the absorption coefficients
of HbO2 and Hb, respectively.

The measured tissue attenuation spectrum can be estimated as (25),

A lð Þ ¼ hLi � n � Cpack � ma;bl lð Þ unitless½ �; ðCÞ

where hLi ½cm� is the average light path length through the tissue,
n ½unitless� is the blood volume fraction and Cpack ½unitless� is a vessel
packing correction, which accounts for the inhomogeneous distribu-
tion of blood within tissue and is defined by,

Cpack ¼ 1� exp �2 � ma;bl lð Þ � rvess
� �

2 � ma;bl lð Þ � rvess unitless½ �; ðDÞ

where rvess ½cm� is the mean vessel radius over the volume sampled.
The combined effects of background scattering and additional

sources of background absorption are approximated using a linear
function, such that the total attenuation is modeled as,

A lð Þ ¼ hLi � n � Cpack � ma;bl lð Þ þ k0 þ k1 � l� 500ð Þ unitless½ �; ðEÞ

where the coefficient k0 ½unitless� is not meaningful due to normal-
ization, and the coefficient k1 ½unitless�describes the linear component

Table 1. Summary of the collected spectral data and biopsies for matched regions.

Trial
number

Barrett’s Length
(C ¼ Circumferential,
M ¼ Maximum Extent)/cm Location/cm

Location/
o’clock

Initial label
during
endoscopy

Tissue
acquisition

Diagnosis from
histopathology

Number of
matched
spectra

3 C0M2 37 8 Suspicious EMR x 1 Barrett’s 13
37 4 Control Biopsy x 1 Barrett’s 9

4 C4M6 36 6 Control Biopsy x 1 Barrett’s 60
5 C5M7 31 9 Control Biopsy x 1 Barrett’s 28
6 C11M14 31 9 Control Biopsy x 1 Barrett’s 6

28 6 Control Biopsy x 1 Barrett’s 9
7 C11M12 35 9 Control Biopsy x 2 Barrett’s 8

32 5 Control Biopsy x 2 Barrett’s 7
8 C6M7 32 12 Control Biopsy x 1 Barrett’s 25

30 6 Control Biopsy x 1 Barrett’s 4
9 34 3 Suspicious EMR x 1 IMC 9

C5M7 33 3 Suspicious EMR x 1 IMC 16
30 9 Control Biopsy x 1 Barrett’s 5

10 C14M14 32 10 Suspicious Biopsy x 2 HGD 8
24 10 Control Biopsy x 1 Barrett’s 7

11 C2M5 35 12 Suspicious EMR x 1 HGD 7
36 6 Control Biopsy x 1 Barrett’s 9

12 C2M4 41 6 Suspicious EMR x 1 LGD 30
39 8 Control None NA 5
39 6 Control Biopsy x 1 LGD 3

15 C3M4 35–38 9 Suspicious EMR x 4 IMC 13
37 3 Control Biopsy x 1 Barrett’s 8

16 C0M4 40 11 Suspicious Biopsy x 1 IMC 7
39 3 Control Biopsy x 1 Barrett’s 4

17 C0M2 37 1 Suspicious Biopsy x 2 Barrett’s 7
18 C5M7 26 12 Suspicious EMR x 2 HGD 136

25 9 Control Biopsy x 1 Barrett’s 106
26 3 Suspicious EMR x 1 HGD 7

Note: The number ofmatched spectra varies due to the imaging conditions. In some patients, finding frameswhere the endoscope interrogated the region of interest
was more difficult due to poor visibility of the marking, peristaltic motion, or the position of the lesion within the esophagus.
Abbreviations: EMR, endoscopic mucosal resection; HGD, high-grade dysplasia; IMC, intramucosal carcinoma; LGD, low-grade dysplasia; NR, not reported.
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of background attenuation. By fitting Eq. E to the acquired
attenuation spectra using literature values (26) for ma;Hb02 ðlÞ and

ma;HbðlÞ ½cm�1�, it is possible to extract a ½unitless�, the oxygen
saturation, n ½unitless�, the relative blood volume fraction (assuming
similar measurement geometry hLi), rvess ½cm�, the mean vessel radius
and k1 ½unitless�, the linear component of background attenuation.
For plotting, the relative blood volume fraction hLi is set to 1.

Learning-based spectral processing for classification
To test whether it is possible to use the measured attenuation

spectra to classify tissues by disease type, a 1D convolutional neural
network (CNN) model was trained (Supplementary Fig. S4). Atten-
uation spectra were randomly split 80:20 to train and test data,
respectively. Training was performed for 500 epochs. No augmen-
tation or pre-processing was applied to the data. For 3-way clas-
sification, the training data consisted of 572 spectra and the test data
consisted of 143 spectra. For 2-way classification the number of
spectra varied on the basis of the number of spectra present for each
pathology.

Optimizing color channels for Barrett’s esophagus surveillance
The acquired tissue spectra were used to simulate 3 imaging

techniques: Two current clinical techniques, white-light imaging using
3 broad color filters and NBI using 2 narrow color filters; and one
experimental, spectral imaging technique using 3 narrow color
filters optimized for high-contrast imaging of neoplasia. For each
of these techniques, images were simulated using the acquired tissue
spectra, and the clinical techniques, WLE and NBI, were compared
with spectral imaging to demonstrate the potential of the latter in
high-contrast surveillance of Barrett’s esophagus (Supplementary
Methods).

Statistical analysis
Attenuation spectra per patient are presented as the mean �

standard error of all spectra acquired for each patient for each
pathology, unless stated otherwise. Overall attenuation spectra are

expressed as mean � standard error of the mean attenuation spectra
per patient, unless stated otherwise.

To examine sources of variance in the data, one-way ANOVA was
performed to determine within-class and between-class variances
(Supplementary Methods). Four root mean variances were quantified
and compared: The intra-region variance (RMSregionw ) to characterize
within-patient within-region heterogeneity (technical repeatability);

the inter-region variance (RMSregionb , only calculablewhere two distinct
regions of the same class were measured within a patient) to charac-
terize within-patient between-region heterogeneity (biological repeat-
ability); intra-patient variance irrespective of region (RMSpatientw ); and

the inter-patient variance (RMSpatientb ) to characterize between-patient

heterogeneity (reproducibility). The root mean variance ratio
ffiffiffi
F

p
,

describing the ratio of between-group to within-group variance, was

calculated to compare inter/intra-region heterogeneity (
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Fregion

p
) and

inter/intra-patient heterogeneity (
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Fpatient

p
).

Because of the exploratory nature of this study and the absence of a
previously acquired dataset, a formal calculation of sample size was not
possible, so 20 patients (generating 40 regions) were set as a target for
recruitment. Our relatively small dataset contains both paired and
unpaired data, so a partially paired t test (not assuming equal variances;
ref. 27) was used to assess pairwise differences between disease classes.
It should be noted that this only allows for pairwise comparisons.

Results
Tissue attenuation spectra show promise for detecting
neoplastic progression

We first computed the average attenuation spectra of different
histopathological classes across all patients, which showed markedly
different spectra according to disease status (Fig. 3). The peaks visible
at 540 and 570 nm are characteristic of hemoglobin absorption and are
significantly larger in the spectra of diseased tissue compared with
those of healthy squamous tissue. In the spectra of NDBE and
neoplasia, there is an apparent decrease in absorbance from 470 to

Figure 2.

Overview of the trial protocol. A, Two regions (dashed lines) are marked for inspection, one suspicious and one control, using cautery marking. B, Spectral data are
acquired from each of themarked regions using the spectral endoscope.C, Following imaging, each of themarked regions is biopsied.D, These biopsies are assessed
by a histopathologist to yield a gold standard diagnosis of each marked region. The spectral data are thus matched with a gold standard diagnosis.
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500 nm, potentially due to increased scattering in these disease
phenotypes.

As expected, the collected spectra showed considerable heteroge-
neity between patients (Supplementary Fig. S5). To summarize this
heterogeneity, measures of variance were calculated and compared
(Supplementary Fig. S6A). Where spectra were available for distinct
regions representing the same pathology within a single patient, a ratio
of inter-region to intra-region variance, Fregion, was calculated to
characterize biological repeatability. This showed biological repeat-

ability is higher in NDBE (mean
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Fregion

p
¼ 3.81, range 1.17–7.02)

compared with neoplasia (mean
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Fregion

p
¼ 9.33, range 2.23–15.31),

suggesting increased heterogeneity in more advanced disease (Sup-
plementary Fig. S6B). Similarly, the inter-patient variance increases

with disease progression (RMSpatientb ¼ 0.42 vs. 1.29 vs. 1.62 for
squamous, NDBE and neoplasia, respectively), suggesting increased
heterogeneity in tissue optical properties for more advanced disease
(Supplementary Fig. S6C). A ratio of inter-patient to intra-patient
variance, Fpatient, was calculated to determine reproducibility. For all

pathologies Fpatient � 1 (
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Fpatient

p
¼ 4.61, 6.32, 8.79 for squamous,

NDBE and neoplasia, respectively), that is, the inter-patient variance is
large in comparison with the intra-patient variance, thus presenting a
challenge for a global classification across patients (Supplementary
Fig. S6D). Still, spectral differences are conserved between classes
within each patient, suggesting a contextual classification method
would more likely be successful.

Tissue vascular properties change with disease status
To quantify vascular properties, a model of blood attenuation that

accounts for both vascular oxygen saturation and vessel radius
(Fig. 4A) was fitted to the acquired attenuation spectra per-patient
(Fig. 4B; mean root mean squared error ¼ 0.023, n ¼ 30). Oxygen
saturation remained constant across the tissue types studied (Fig. 4C).
Vessel radius was found to be decreased in NDBE compared with
squamous tissue (t ¼ 2.87, df ¼ 11.1, P ¼ 0.008) and neoplasia
(t ¼ �1.73, df ¼ 8.46, P ¼ 0.06; Fig. 4D). Relative blood volume
fraction was found to be increased in NDBE and neoplasia relative

to healthy squamous tissue (t ¼ �3.87, df ¼ 11.1, P ¼ 0.001 and
t ¼ �2.62, df ¼ 5.44, P ¼ 0.02, respectively; Fig. 4E). Significant
differences in the linear background attenuation were observed
between all three classes (Fig. 4F).

Deep-learning enables classification of tissue types
To test whether it is possible to use themeasured attenuation spectra

to classify tissues by disease type, a 1D CNN model was trained
(Supplementary Fig. S3). A t-distributed stochastic neighbor-
embedding visualization of train (Supplementary Fig. S7A) and test
(Supplementary Fig. S7B) samples for 3-way classification leads to
predicted probability from our trained CNN model (Supplementary
Fig. S7C). Both 3-way classification, to classify squamous tissue,
NDBE, and neoplasia, and 2-way classification, to classify each pair
of tissue pathologies, were performed. Notably, 2-way classification
between NDBE and neoplasia is most relevant to the clinical challenge
in Barrett’s esophagus surveillance, where neoplasia is often incon-
spicuous within a large area of NDBE.

The 1D CNN achieved high accuracy for classification of attenu-
ation spectra (n ¼ 143) both in 3-way classification and in 2-way
classification, with a test-time per-spectrum of <0.001 ms (Table 2).
Classification was also performed using k-nearest-neighbors and
support-vector machine algorithms, but these performed with inferior
accuracy to the CNN (Supplementary Tables S2 and S3). Notably with
respect to the relevant clinical problem, the detection of neoplasia in
NDBE, the 1D CNN achieved 84.8% accuracy, with 83.7% sensitivity,
85.5% specificity, 78.3% positive predictive value, and 89.4% negative
predictive value. Performance on training data is shown in Supple-
mentary Tables S4 and S5.

Spectra from patients 4 and 18 are overrepresented in the dataset
[Table 1; mean (standard deviation) spectra per region ¼ 19.3 (27.6);
patient 4, NDBE spectra n ¼ 60; patient 18, first neoplastic region
spectra n¼ 136 andNDBE spectra n¼ 106]. To balance the dataset, 12
spectra were randomly selected from each of these 3 regions. Results
from classification of this balanced dataset are shown in Supplemen-
tary Tables S6–S8 for CNN, k-nearest-neighbors and support-vector
machine algorithms, respectively. This balancing had little effect on the
overall accuracy of 3-way CNN-based classification but slightly
decreased the accuracy of 2-way CNN-based classification of neoplasia
versus NDBE (72.4% vs. 84.8%).

Optimizing color channels for Barrett’s esophagus surveillance
could enhance clinical contrast for neoplasia

We exploited our acquired library of labeled tissue spectra to
systematically determine a set of narrow band filters tailored to
high-contrast imaging of neoplasia in Barrett’s esophagus that could
be deployed clinically. To do this, the measured reflectance spectra
were propagated through simulatedfilter sets for 3 imaging techniques:
Two current clinical techniques, namely white-light imaging using 3
broad color filters and NBI using 2 narrow color filters; and a new
multispectral imaging set using 3 narrow color filters optimized for
high-contrast imaging of neoplasia (Supplementary Methods).

To simulate WLE and NBI images, the known color filters
deployed in SOC endoscopes were used to simulate images (Sup-
plementary Fig. S8A). To simulate spectral imaging, three-color
filters (Supplementary Fig. S8B) were selected to optimize contrast
for neoplasia on a standard red–green–blue (RGB) color display that
would be found in endoscopy suites. Briefly, the acquired spectra
were processed to yield reflection spectra; next, the detection of these
reflection spectra by narrow color filters with a range of center
wavelengths (490–720 nm in steps of 10 nm) and sensitivities

Figure 3.

Average attenuation spectra captured with the spectral endoscope across
all patients. The shaded region represents the standard error across all patients
(n ¼ 715 spectra, n ¼ 15 patients).
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Figure 4.

Vascular and oxygenation characteristics derived from fits to
acquired attenuation spectra. A, Example attenuation spectra gen-
erated by the blood attenuation model illustrated for three different
oxygen saturation levels and three different vessel radii (Eq. E, hLi ¼ 1,
v¼ 0.01, k0¼ 0, k1¼ 0). B, The blood attenuation model was fitted to
the mean attenuation spectra per patient per pathology. An example
of this (dotted line) is shown for patient 11. The shaded region
represents the standard error in spectra within this patient. C–F, The
values of the fit coefficients are shown for oxygen saturation (C),
mean vessel radius (D), relative blood volume fraction (E), and linear
background attenuation (F). Trendswithin each patient are highlight-
edwith solid gray lines. Solid black lines represent the average over all
patients � SE. P values were calculated using the partially paired
t test (27). NDBE, non-dysplastic Barrett’s esophagus. n¼ 15 patients.

Table 2. Performance of CNN classification of tissue attenuation spectra.

Classification performance
Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Positive predictive value Negative predicative value

Comparison (%; n/total) (%; n/total) (%; n/total) (%; n/total) (%; n/total)

3-way classification
Squamous 98.6 (141/143) 100.0 (22/22) 98.3 (119/121) 91.7 (22/24) 100.0 (119/119)
NDBE 87.4 (125/143) 92.1 (58/63) 83.8 (67/80) 81.7 (58/71) 93.1 (67/72)
Neoplasia 87.4 (125/143) 75.9 (44/58) 95.3 (81/85) 91.7 (44/48) 85.3 (81/95)

2-way Classificationa

NDBE vs. squamous 97.9 (94/96) 98.3 (59/60) 97.2 (35/36) 98.3 (59/60) 97.2 (35/36)
Neoplasia vs. squamous 98.7 (78/79) 100.0 (48/48) 96.8 (30/31) 98.0 (48/49) 100.0 (30/30)
Neoplasia vs. NDBE 84.8 (95/112) 83.7 (36/43) 85.5 (59/69) 78.3 (36/46) 89.4 (59/66)

Abbreviation: NDBE, non-dysplastic Barrett’s esophagus.
aIn 2-way comparisons, the class in italics is the target for purposes of classification performance metric.
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(0.2–1.0 in steps of 0.2 arbitrary units) was simulated (Fig. 5A);
finally, the detected signal intensities from 3 of the narrow color
filters were selected to display on the RGB channels of standard
display equipment, thus defining the observed color (Fig. 5B).
The combination of narrow color filters that achieved the
largest color difference between NDBE and neoplasia according to
the International Commission on Illumination Delta E 2000
(CIEDE2000) color difference (DE00; ref. 28) was selected for
comparison with SOC.

Simulated HR-WLE andNBI match the characteristic pink/red and
greenish–blue/burgundy–gray colors observed in SOC imaging, sug-
gesting that the approach used to simulate images from acquired
spectra can appropriately represent the existing spectral approaches
used in endoscopy (Fig. 5C). Note, the NBI images of NDBE and
neoplasia appear lighter compared with their typical appearance on
endoscopic evaluation, because the displayed images are normalized to
display chromaticity (color independent of brightness), but the red
pixels are suggestive of NBI’s vascular imaging capabilities. In both
WLE andNBI, there is low contrast for neoplasia inNDBE, as expected
given the current clinical challenge (color difference, DE00 ¼ 2.7 and
4.6, respectively).

The results of the color difference optimization for spectral endos-
copy using only 3 narrow band color filters produced a strong purple/
green color contrast in one configuration and a strong pink/yellow
contrast in a second, alternative combination (Fig. 5C). With spectral
endoscopy optimized using the acquired spectra, neoplasia would be
clearly distinguishable (color difference, DE00 ¼ 32.4, a 12-fold
increase vs. SOC HR-WLE), demonstrating untapped potential for
using custom color filters in endoscopy to increase contrast in sur-
veillance of Barrett’s esophagus.

Discussion
Barrett’s esophagus–related neoplasia, if detected early, is curable

using minimally invasive endoscopic therapy, but it is challenging to
identify due to limited contrast on SOC endoscopic imaging (2, 3).
Advanced endoscopic imaging techniques that increase contrast by
acquiring additional optical information from tissue are key to
improving upon the SOC (4). One promising approach is to acquire
additional spectral information (6, 7). The development of NBI over
the past 15 years represents a successful step in this direction, and
showcases the advantage of spectral imaging techniques (13). We

Figure 5.

Simulated images comparing neoplasia with NDBE and squamous tissue. A, Schematic representation of the process for simulating the propagation of a tissue
reflectance spectrum through a color filter to calculate a detected intensity, I. This process is repeated for a range of narrow band color filters (center
wavelengths 490–720 nm, step size ¼ 10 nm; sensitivities 0.2–1.0, step size ¼ 10, arbitrary units). B, For every combination of three simulated color filters, a
3-channel color is composed by assigning the three simulated intensities to the red, green, and blue image channels, thus generating a color pixel. The
combination of three simulated color filters that maximizes the International Commission on Illumination Delta E 2000 (CIEDE2000) color difference (DE00)
between NDBE and neoplasia is chosen as spectral endoscopy filter set option 1. C, Using this filter set, the process of color filtering and color composition is
repeated pixel-by-pixel to generate simulated images. For comparison, images are also simulated using white-light endoscopy (WLE) and narrow band
imaging (NBI) filter sets. Images simulated using a second optimized spectral endoscopy filter set (option 2), determined as a distinct set that second-most
enhanced CIEDE2000 color difference between NDBE and neoplasia, are also shown. The mean CIEDE2000 color difference (DE00) between neoplasia and
NDBE is shown for the images simulated using the four filter sets. The mean CIEDE2000 color differences between squamous and NDBE were 14.4, 23.4, 53.0,
and 52.5 for WLE, NBI, and spectral endoscopy options 1 and 2, respectively.
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hypothesized that spectral endoscopy could enhance contrast for
neoplasia in surveillance of patients with Barrett’s esophagus.

To test this hypothesis, we conducted a pilot clinical study using a
custom spectral endoscope to acquire spectra that were precisely
matchedwith a histopathological diagnosis. Ourmethodology empha-
sized accurate collection of matched spectral data and biopsies to
ensure that the acquired spectra were reliably labeled with a gold
standard histopathological diagnosis. The importance of gold standard
diagnosis is evident in cases misdiagnosed on endoscopy (Table 1); of
the 28 regions of NDBE and neoplasia biopsied, 2 regions considered
suspicious on endoscopy were diagnosed as NDBE and 1 region
considered to be a control on endoscopy was diagnosed as low-
grade dysplasia, despite expert assessment. The discrepancy between
endoscopic and pathological diagnosis can be significantly higher
when surveillance endoscopies are performed without image-
enhanced techniques or by endoscopists with less experience in early
detection of Barrett’s esophagus–related neoplasia (29).

The trial resulted in a total of approximately 77 minutes of video
(5.2 � 1.5 minutes per trial) corresponding to approximately 18,000
spectra (1,200 � 400 spectra per patient). These videos were thor-
oughly inspected to extract frames where the spectral endoscope was
sampling the marked regions of interest. The result was a labeled
dataset of 556 spectra from NDBE or neoplasia and 159 spectra from
endoscopically normal squamous tissue.

The acquired attenuation spectra were fit to a model of blood
attenuation to reveal underlying changes in vasculature in the pro-
gression of disease. Diffusely reflected light collected in our spectral
endoscope is estimated to penetrate approximately 200� 100 mm into
tissue (11), thus sampling the superficial mucosal layers where angio-
genesis occurs in disease progression. As new microvessels form from
the pre-existing vascular network in the lamina propria, they infiltrate
the epithelium (30). The observed decrease in mean vessel radius
between squamous tissue and NDBE is consistent with the formation
of these new microvessels (vessels of small radius). The observed
increase in mean vessel radius between NDBE and neoplasia is
suggestive of vessel maturation and/or inflammation during later
stages of neoplastic progression. Furthermore, relative blood volume
fraction was increased in NDBE and neoplasia relative to healthy
squamous tissue, consistent with early neovascularization in Barrett’s
esophagus (30–38). Although these changes in the microvasculature
can be qualitatively assessed on NBI with magnification or near focus,
the interpretation of the vascular pattern can be subjective and in 40%–
50%of cases the diagnosis ismadewith low level of confidence, even by
expert endoscopists (39). Therefore, the ability to quantify these
parameters more objectively afforded by spectral endoscopy could be
a significant aid to interpretation and hence diagnostic capability.

The oxygen saturation showed no significant changes between
tissue types and was around 65%, consistent with previously reported
levels (40). The pathological relevance of this finding is unclear,
because prior literature reports considering vascularization and hyp-
oxia in the esophagus are conflicting. For example, Griffiths and
colleagues (38) observed a decrease in hypoxia markers from squa-
mous epithelium toNDBE, whereas Ling and colleagues (41) observed
the opposite effect. Several of the commonly used markers are also
associated with inflammation, an almost ubiquitous feature of NDBE,
hence the interpretation of these data is challenging. In addition, many
of the neoplastic lesions imaged in this trial were early stage, so
dramatic changes in the level of oxygenation are not expected.

Significant differences in the linear background attenuation were
observed between all three classes. This fitted term represents the
combined effects of background scattering and additional sources of

background absorption, so represents a mixture of different structural
and functional changes that occur in the tissue. Still, the significant
differences between classes, particularly between NDBE and neoplasia
suggest that this might be a useful metric for classification, albeit with
future validation required.

Classification of the acquired attenuation spectra using a CNN-
achieved high accuracy. Notably, the relevant clinical challenge of
differentiating between NDBE and neoplasia was possible with 84.8%
accuracy (95/112 spectra classified correctly). Our results compare
favorably with prior literature: Douplik and colleagues (16) achieved
similar classification performance using linear discriminant analysis to
classify dysplastic spectra with 77% sensitivity and 86% specificity
when averaging 20–30 sequential spectra per region; Georgakoudi
and colleagues (14) achieved 79% sensitivity and 88% specificity for
classifying dysplastic tissue using logistic regression, but their
analysis relied on leave-one-out cross validation owing to their small
sample size; furthermore, Bergholt and colleagues (42) achieved a
sensitivity of 87.0% and a specificity of 84.7% using vibrational Raman
spectroscopy.

Though our findings are promising, the small dataset collected in
this trial limited our performance characterization to a per-spectra
analysis with a random 80:20 split into training and test set. The
performance characteristics of our classification are already close to the
minimum sensitivity and specificity thresholds required by the Amer-
ican Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy PIVI standards (12),
suggesting that the potential for future clinical impact with further
enrichment of the dataset. Future work with a larger dataset should
employ a per-patient split on a dedicated test set to assess the CNN’s
performancewhen dealingwith unseen patients, particularly in light of
the large inter-patient variation seen in this trial.

The results emerging from our spectral endoscopy data are prom-
ising to aid interpretation of existing NBI data and for classification of
tissue type; however, the use of a babyscope to acquire such data
extends procedure time and, more importantly, relies on an accurate
wide-field imaging method to identify suspicious regions for interro-
gation with spectroscopy. As noted, the contrast for early neoplastic
change afforded byWLE andNBI remains limited.We therefore asked
whether it would be possible to optimize a custom color filter set to
obtain contrast enhancement using alternative spectral bands to those
currently found in clinical practice. The resulting simulated images
demonstrate vastly improved contrast for the spectral endoscope
compared with NBI andWLE (color difference, DE00 ¼ 32.4 vs. 4.6 vs.
2.7, respectively), advocating the technological development of endo-
scopes with application-specific color filter sets. Notably, these results
are independent of the hardware configuration chosen to achieve the
combination of color filters (e.g., filter wheel, spectrally resolved
detector array, etc.). Future work could further expand this analysis
to >3 color filters given the recent emergence of nanofabrication
methods that enable facile fabrication of multispectral imaging
cameras (43).

Despite these overall promising findings, our study has several
limitations. First, though exhaustive effort was undertaken to accu-
rately match spectral data with histopathology, the disease is spatially
heterogeneous, even at small scales (<1mm). In regions with diagnosis
of multifocal disease, it is likely that some acquired spectra include
contributions from both focal neoplasia and the surrounding “sea” of
NDBE. On the one hand this is positive, it suggests that our acquired
neoplastic spectra are diluted by the inclusion of NDBE contributions,
hence contrast is likely to be greater than measured here. Unfortu-
nately, it also inevitably means that acquiring “pure” ground truth
spectra in vivo is likely to be impossible in this disease setting. This was
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particularly affected by the inclusion of patients with early neo-
plastic disease, which represent the main clinical challenge in
routine diagnostics. Future work to achieve optimized color imag-
ing at high resolution might mitigate this challenge by allowing
tissue heterogeneity to be spatially resolved. Nonetheless, as image
segmentation becomes more detailed, so the co-registration of the
image field with histopathology becomes more challenging. Careful
consideration of these issues should be made in future studies
aiming to use advanced spectral endoscopy methods to aid in
Barrett’s esophagus surveillance.

Second, the current study relied on an imaging fiber bundle to carry
light to detectors outside the body, resulting in a single-point spectrum
per frame. Spatial (image) information is critically important in
Barrett’s esophagus surveillance; the success of NBI relies on its
combination of both high contrast and spatial resolution to reveal
diagnostically useful image features, such as blood vessels and pit
patterns. Optimized, application-specific, color filter sets could be
applied clinically in a standard chip-on-tip endoscope architecture, by
a simple modification of either the illumination light source or by the
introduction of a custom color camera at the endoscope tip (44, 45).
Newmethods of optical filter fabrication (43, 46) increasingly allow for
cost-effective manufacture of custom cameras that would be appro-
priate for such a task. The labeled disease spectra acquired in this study
facilitate, for the first time, a systematic approach to optimizing such
filter sets and demonstrating the feasibility of using our optimized
color channels for imaging, rather than simply point sensing as
implemented here, is an important aspect of future work.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the potential of spectral
endoscopy to improve contrast in surveillance of Barrett’s esoph-
agus. In particular, using model-based analysis we show that
spectral endoscopy is able to reveal the vascular characteristics of
esophageal tissue during neoplastic progression. Furthermore, com-
bining spectral endoscopy with learning-based analysis we found
that the attenuation spectra could distinguish between tissue
pathologies with high accuracy. With optimized selection of color
filters, spectral endoscopy has the potential to provide high contrast
for neoplasia during surveillance of Barrett’s esophagus, thus
addressing a long-standing clinical challenge.
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